We’ve talked about this before, but I want to reiterate it to you today.
Your time is valuable.
With that in mind, while you’re taking the time to do everything that affiliate marketing
requires of you, it’s important for you to be able to maximize your effectiveness.
ThriveTracker has been designed to work with you to accommodate all that you want to
accomplish, and that includes grouping actions together to save time. We call them
“Batch Actions”, and they’re going to be hugely beneficial to you going forward.
Let’s say you just got the hottest new offer in a vertical that you’re particularly savvy in,
and you’d like to insert it into your top ten campaigns for immediate use. This can be
handled with just one action, not ten.

The steps are quite easy.
- Select your offer(s)
- Select “Batch Insert Offers into Rotations”
- Choose the Campaign Rotations to add your offer to

-

Mark “Add Selected to Landing Pages” (or “Add to Direct Linking”)
Click Insert

All done! You’ve now been able to add this hot new offer to the campaign rotations you
selected, and you can continue to move on with your daily operations. It really is that
easy! But there’s much more you can do with Batch Actions as well.
If you wanted to split-test a second hot offer, you could simply select the “Match Offer”
button, and this would allow you to pair up Hot Offer 1 with Hot Offer 2. Now you’ve got
two new options plugged into your most successful campaigns, allowing you to capitalize
further still!

We give you the option to edit Offer URLs in mass as well. If one offer has expired, and a
new one is ready to take its place, you would simply use this function to replace the offer
in the campaigns where it’s currently being utilized.

Just as easily as you can Batch Add, you can also Batch Remove. Follow the same steps
as listed above for adding offers into rotation, but select the option to remove the offers
instead.
Oh, and all of these wonderful Batch Actions can also be applied to Landing Pages as
well,
Still have a question on any of this? Send us your inquiry using
support@thrivetracker.com and one of our Platform Geniuses will get back to you right
away!

